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1. Our purpose is to relate, in quite a general setting, the order of 
magnitude of real functions f(x) as x -+ co to their degree of approximation 
by piecewise polynomials interpolating them on some simple denumerable 
sets of points. 
2. Letfbe a real function on [0, co), let k be a positive integer, and let h 
be a real function satisfying h(0) = 0, h’(x) > 0 and nonincreasing in [0, co), 
and lim,,, h(x) = co. We denote by Pkdf, x; h) z Pkdf) the function with 
domain [0, co) which in each 
I, = [h(n - 11, h(n)), n = 1) 2, 3 )...) (1) 
coincides with the polynomial of degree <k interpolating f at the k + 1 
equally spaced points 
xj”) = h(n - 1) + (d,/k)j, j = 0, l,..., k, (2) 
where d, = h(n) - h(n - 1) is the length of I,,. In particular, P,(f) is a 
polygonal function, interpolating f at h(n), n = 0, 1,2,.... In the following 
theorem we relate the order of magnitude of f(x) as x + 00 to that of our 
“degree of approximation” 
as y+ co. 
Later we show that, in our theorem (in one direction), P,(J) can be 
replaced by any piecewise polynomial of degree <k whose knots are h(n), 
n = 0, 1, 2 )...) not necessarily one arising from interpolation. 
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3. THEOREM. Let f (k+ ‘) exist and be 20 and nondecreasing (or <O and 
nonincreasing) in [0, co). Let g be a real function satisfying 
g(O) > 03 g’(x) > 0 on [0, co). 
Xk = O( g(x)) as x-00. 
g’/g is nondecreasing in [0, ao) and absolutely continuous in 
each [0, x], o<x<co. 
There is a constant A such that, for n = 1,2,..., 
h’(n - 1) <Ah’(n). 
There are constants B(>O), C, D such that, for every x > B, 
there is a t, > x satisfying 
g’(txMtJ < W(XMX>~ gW/(t, -xl < Q’(x). 
There is a constant E such that i(y) Q E#(x) whenever 
o<x<y. 
Here 
4(x)= [h’(h-‘(x))g’(x)]k+lg-k(x) on [0, a). 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Then 
f(x)=O(g(x)) as x-+00 lfl (f)k,y=W(lJ)) as Y’ O”. (lo) 
4. EXAMPLES. I. Let h(x) s log(1 + x), 0 < a < k + 1, and g(x) E eax. 
In (7) and (8) one can take B = 0, C = 1, D = e*/a, t, = 1 +x, and E = 1. 
Then (10) gives 
f(X) = O(eaX) as X -+ co iff (f)k,y= O(e’“-k-‘) 3 as y-i co. 
II. Let h(x) E log log(e +x), g(x) E eer. In (7) and (8) one can take 
t,zx+ee-X, C = e, D any number > e, B a sufficiently large number, and 
E = 1. Here (10) reads 
f(x) = O(ee”) as x-+00 iff (f)k,y= O(eKkey) as y-co. 
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5. Proof of the Theorem. Assume that f (k+” is 20 and nondecreasing 
in [0, co) (otherwise, consider -f). Let 
F(X)Ef(X)- i epd 
j=O * 
so that F(0) = F’(0) = . . . = Ftk’(0) = 0 and pCk+ “(x) s f (k+ ‘j(x). Also 
F-P,(F) =f - Pkcf). Furthermore, by (4), f(x) = O( g(x)) as x + co iff 
F(x) = W(x)) as x-t co. Thus we may assume without loss of generality 
that 
f “‘(0) = 0, j = 0, 1 ,..., k, and hence f “j(x) is 20 and 
nondecreasing in [0, co) for j = 0, l,..., k + 1. (11) 
Suppose now that M is a number such that 
(f )k,y < M#(Y) for all y > some y0 > 0. 
Let x > y,,. Define the integer n(>l) and the number x” by 
h(n- l)<x < h(n), 
(12) 
x’= h(n) + (2k)-‘(h(n + 1) - h(n)). 
By the remainder theorem for Lagrange interpolation [ 1, p. 561 we have, 
using the notation (2), for some <E (h(n), h(n + l)), 
By (6), h(n t l)-h(n)=l;+‘h’(x)dx>h’(n + 1)&4-*h’(n- 1) so 
that 
f (k+ “(x) < j-W+ 1) (r)~MkIf(~--k(f,~h)lh’(n- 1)-k-’ 
< Mk(f h,xh’(n - 1)-k-’ 
where Mk= (k + 1)!(2k)k+‘A2(k+‘)(1 . 3 ... (2k- I))-‘. By (12) and (9), 
f (k+‘)(x) < MM,$(x) h’(n - 1)-k-1 < MMkg’(x)k+lg-k(x). Thus, by (5), 
for some constant pk, f (k+ l)(x) < pkg’(x)kt ’ gPk(x) throughout [0, to). 
Furthermore, for j = 1, 2 ,..., k + 2, we have on [0, co), 
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This was just shown to hold for j= 1. Suppose it holds for some j, 
1 <j < k + 1. Then, by (13), on [0, a), 
=pk g(t)[g’(t)/g(t)]k+‘-il~ 
-&j-r &)$ [{g’(t)/g(t)\k+l-jl dt 
Taking, in (13),j=k+2, we have by (II), 
o < f(x) < pk dx) throughout [0, ao), 
as claimed in (10). 
For the converse suppose that, for some constant J, 
0 < f(x) < J&) throughout (0, co). 
For j = 0, I,..., k + 1 and with B, C, D of (7), 
j-W(X) < ~cti- l)iP \ oi g’(xy’g’ -j(x) throughout [B, co). (14) 
This is true for j = 0 and assuming its truth for somej, 0 <j < k, we have by 
(11) and (7), for every x E [II, co) and a suitable 8 E (x, tJ, 
JcG-t)j’2 Dfg’(t,Y’g’-‘(t,) > f”‘(t,) - f”‘(x) = (t, - x)f”f ‘ye) 
> (t, - x)f”+“(X), 
j-e+ lyx> < Jc”-l’.ilz 
\ @ [ g’k)/ &>lj s(tJl(t, - x> 
< Jcj(.i+ I)/2 Q+ I gr(x.i+ lg-j(x). 
With Jk = JCkck+‘)‘* Dk+‘, (14) yields 
fck+ “(x) < Jk[ g’(x)/@)] k+ ‘g(x) throughout [B, co) 
and hence, by (3) and (5), for a suitable constant L, 
f tk+1Y4 Gww/g(41k+1 g(x) throughout [0, 00). (15) 
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Let 0 Q y < x. For a proper n > 1, h(n - 1) <x < h(n). Using again (2) 
and the above remainder theorem, we have, for some q E (h(n - l), h(n)), 
IfW-uLx;h)l= [f’k+‘yq)/(k+ I)!] 1”I lx-x;“)]. (16) 
j=O 
For j = 0, l,..., k, lx-x,I”‘l<h(n)-h(n- l)=(::-,h’(t)dt~Ah’(n) (by 
(6)). Setting M = LA’+ ‘/(k + 1) ! we obtain from (16), (15), (5), (3), and 
V99 
If(x)-P&x;h)l<M g k+‘g(rj)h’(n)“+l [ 1 
< A4 g’(h(n)) 
[ I g(W) 
lc+’ g(h(n)) hyn)k+l 
= WWW < ~WY). 
Hence (fL,?= W(Y)) as Y -+ CO. 
6. COROLLARY. Assume the hypotheses of the Theorem. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for f(x) to be 0( g(x)) as x -+ 00 is the existence of a 
real function Q(x) with domain [0, ao), continuous there, which in each I, of 
(1) coincides with some polynomial of degree < k and such that 
“x”>py If (xl - Q(x) I = W(Y)) 
as y+co. 
ProoJ Only sufficiency needs proof. Let p be a number such that 
y>y If (xl - Q(x) I < MY) for all y > 0. (17) 
Let t>y>O and set 
R(x) E Pkdf, x; h) - Q(x). 
Then t E I, for some n > 1 and, using (2), 
R(t) = 2 R(xy) n (t - xy)/(xj”) -x1”‘). (18) /=o S=O 
s+i 
Let 0 Q j < k. If xjn) < y, then h(n - 1) < y < h(n) and by (6), (5), and (3), 
h’(n - 1) <Ah’(n) < Ah’(h-‘(y)) 
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and 
[g’thtn - l))/gW - w”” g@(n - 1)) < [tm/swl”+‘m 
so that, by (17), 
IfC$“) - Qtx,!“‘)l<~4@(~ - 1)) 
=p[h’(n - l)g’(h(n - l))]“” g-&(h(n - 1)) 
9~k+1[~‘(~-‘(Y))g’(y)lk+‘g-k(Y) =wfk+’ d(Y)* 
If xjn) > y, then by (17), If(x,!“‘) - Q(x,!“‘)I & ,u#(y) <pi k+ l+(y) as A >, 1. 
BY W, 
lR(Ol< (k + 1)C1Ak+W9 kk 
and hence by (17), 
If(t)-Pktit;h)l< [l +(k+ l)Ak+‘kk]/qW. 
Thus (.f)k.y = o(#(Y)) as y+ a~ and hence, by (lo), f(x) = O(g(x)) as 
x- co. 
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